
APPENDIX 3

obj/sup Street Comment Officer comment Officer Recommendation

Support leatham St/ Canal St
Thinks it’s a good idea, area used for parking for cars and
the garage. They struggle to park Support noted Implement as advertised

Objection Ruthella Street

Measures not going to make the slightest difference to
Ruthella Street. Just provides more parking for the hospital
staff.

Providing more managed parking spaces,
rather than unrestricted parking Implement as advertised

Objection Shaddongate

They own a business on Shaddongate and the reduction of
the waiting time down to 1 hour will mean that clients wont
have time for their treatments, they need two hour
restrictions. Will also impact local employment.

Based on responses this street  is
considered far enough from the hospital
to discourage hospital parking.

Do not proceed with the
reduction from 2 hour to 1
hour waiting on this street.

Concerns Ashley St
Issues with parking to close to the access to the Leatham St
Lane

This was not brought up in the informal
consultation and has not been included in
the formal proposals Implement as advertised

Objection Kendal Street

Why are you changing the restrictions to 1 hour from 2
hours. Wouldn’t object to that if there are more visitors
permits given out. Object to the no waiting at any time on
one side of kendal street.

Based on responses this street  is
considered far enough from the hospital
to discourage hospital parking.Due to the
number of objections the proposals will
be reviewed.

Do not proceed with the
reduction from 2 hour to 1
hour waiting on this street.
Do not proceed with the no
waiting at any time
restriction on Kendal Street.

Objection Kendal Street

Thinks the restrictions will increase the speed of vehicles by
reducing parking on one side of the road.  No issue with
hopital parking so need for a 1 hour parking restriction. It
was guarnteed by the developer/ city council that there
would be no loss of parking.

Based on responses this street  is
considered far enough from the hospital
to discourage hospital parking.Due to the
number of objections the proposals will
be reviewed.

Do not proceed with the
reduction from 2 hour to 1
hour waiting on this street.
Do not proceed with the no
waiting at any time
restriction on Kendal Street.

Concerns Kendal Street

Concerned residents from number 5-11 wont be able to
park out side there home, there isnt enough room on the
opposite side for all the vehicles who need to park on the
left.

Due to the number of objections the
proposals will be reviewed.

Do not proceed with the no
waiting at any time
restriction on Kendal Street.

Concerns Clift Street
Requests resident parking restrictions 24 hours a day 7 days
a week to precent hospital staff parking over night.

Comments noted but cant make the
restrictions more restrictive Implement as advertised

Concerns Granville Road
Email from her daughter concerned about having to apply
for a parking permit

If the proposals go ahead there will be no
requirement to renew their permit. Implement as advertised

Support Cranbourne Road Wholeheartly support this, parking for residents is difficult. Support noted Implement as advertised
Support & Query Bower St The parking proposals- An excellent idea. Support noted and responded to query Implement as advertised

Objection Kendal Street

Speeding will increase as there will only be cars on one side
of the street. People may not realise its one way and use
the extra space to turn round. Developer/carlisle city
council assured residents no parking would be lost. No issue
with hospital parking so no need to reduce parking down to
an hour.

Based on responses this street  is
considered far enough from the hospital
to discourage hospital parking.Due to the
number of objections the proposals will
be reviewed.

Do not proceed with the
reduction from 2 hour to 1
hour waiting on this street.
Do not proceed with the no
waiting at any time
restriction on Kendal Street.



concerns/query cul de sac off cranbourne rd

Why arent the cul de sacs going to be restricted? Will
people not start parking in there instead. Will I be fined for
parking on Cranbourne road if there isnt room on the cul de
sac.

Introducing disc parking in the cul de sac
could result with a reduction in available
parking as it formalises parking places.
Based on responses this street is not area
is not impacted by hospital parking. Will
monitor this situation. Implement as advertised

Concerns Infirmary Street

Change of the restrictions to 1 hour will have a if impact on
the salon as most treatments take longer than a hour.
Increasing the disc zone reduces alterantive parking within
walking distance of the salon.

Infirmary Street is close to the hospital so
is a location that would benefit from the
1 hour waiting restriction. Implement as advertised

Query Newtown Road
how do the proposals cover the houses with driveways as
people parking over them has been going on for years

As part of a disc zone we would consider
adding white bar markings for driveways. Implement as advertised

No objections No Objections Support noted Implement as advertised
Support Cranbourne Road Could not agree more with proposed changes Support noted Implement as advertised

Concerns Brookside Place

Concerns regarding the double yellow lines at the bottom of
the cul de sac, 3 or 4 households use this area as a parking.
Support making this area a disc zone but not the changes to
the end of cul de sac- convert it to disc zone with the rest of
brookside.

Following discussions with parking
regarding enforcement it will be difficult
to formalise parking without losing
spaces. There are no compliants
regarding hospital parking.

Do not proceed with
introducing any restrictions
on Brookside Place- disc or
no waiting at any time

Objection infirmary street

object to the change of the parking from 2 hours to 1 hour.
Will have a detimental impact on her business, not many
treatments are under an hour in length and they rely on
clinets parking on street.

Infirmary Street is close to the hospital so
is a location that would benefit from the
1 hour waiting restriction. Implement as advertised

Objection Ashley St

Business is on Ashley Street, the change from 1 hour from 2
would have a detrimental affect on the business. Most
treatments are an hour so you need longer to park. Usually
need around 1 hour 15minutes.

Ashley Street is close to the hospital so is
a location that would benefit from the 1
hour waiting restriction. Implement as advertised

Objection Infirmary Street

Work as a self employed hair dresser on Infirmary Street.
Most treatments take over an hour and the extention of the
disc zone will prevent them from parking elsewhere and
walking.

Infirmary Street is close to the hospital so
is a location that would benefit from the
1 hour waiting restriction. Implement as advertised

Objection Kendal Street

Kendal street is already at saturation point, no justification
for implmentating NWAAT along one side. Residents of
Shaddongate also park on this street. Will be no spaces
from guests either. Object to 1 hour parking restrictions as
not affected by hospital parking. object to the disbaled
parking space as the resident it was provided for no longer
lives there.

Based on responses this street  is
considered far enough from the hospital
to discourage hopsital parking.Due to the
number of objections the proposals will
be reviewed.

Do not proceed with the
reduction from 2 hour to 1
hour waiting on this street.
Do not proceed with the no
waiting at any time
restriction on Kendal Street.

Objection Newtown Road

Reduction in time from two hours to an hour will have a
detrimental affcet on her business. They struggle to operate
with in the 2 hour restriction. Disasterous timing with
lockdown. Will there be provisions for businesses.

The proximity to the hospital means it
would benefit from a 1 hour restriction. Implement as advertised

Objection Lawson Street
Concerned that the resident who has requested a bay does
not have a car or drive.

Documents have been received from the
home owner to support the application. Implement as advertised



Comments /Query Wetheral Street

Wetheral street not included in the notice. Does not
support the change to one hour restrictions if it is included
in proposals.

Added to Notice. Based on responses this
street  is considered far enough from the
hospital to discourage hopsital parking

Do not proceed with the
reduction from 2 hour to 1
hour waiting on this street.

Objection Kendal Street

Concerned the loss of parking on the other side of the road
would cause problems. Kendal street is a long way from the
hopsital so no reason for the 1 hour restriction.

Based on responses this street  is
considered far enough from the hospital
to discourage hospital parking.Due to the
number of objections the proposals will
be reviewed.

Do not proceed with the
reduction from 2 hour to 1
hour waiting on this street.
Do not proceed with the no
waiting at any time
restriction on Kendal Street.

Objection
Across the zone- Ashley
Street

Serious concerns regarding the proposed 1 hour
restrictions. Has a property with three independent
businesses operating from it. Client appts longer than an
hour so these restrictions would have a devasting effect.

Ashley Street is close to the hospital so is
a location that would benefit from the 1
hour waiting restriction. Implement as advertised

Objection Hawick St/Morton Street

The dance studio uses some on street parking, the dance
classes are two hour long, in the evenings they start at 7pm
and the one hour restriction would be too short. Believes
Hawick Street to be far enough away from the hosptal to
not be used for hospital parking. Asks for the 1 hour
restriction proposal to not go ahead.

Based on responses this street  is
considered far enough from the hospital
to discourage hospital parking.

Do not proceed with 1 hour
proposal on these streets

Query Caldew Lea School
 Requesting parking permits to teachers of Caldew lea
School. They will have to go out and move cars.

Comments noted, further discussion with
school required regarding number of staff
affected. Implement as advertised

Objection Port Road

Object to the change of restriction to 1 hour from 2 hour.
Hair and beauty business- Clients are already moving their
cars as some treatments take 5 hours. There is a physio on
the premises and her clients cant walk far.

Port Road is close to the hospital so is a
location that would benefit from the 1
hour waiting restriction. Implement as advertised

Objection Newcastle Street
Confused regarding the proposals on Newcastle Street. Is
the disc bay being removed? Replied and explained the proposals Implement as advertised

Comments Happy to see double yellow lines being added to junctions. Support noted Implement as advertised

Objection Hawick Street
Object to the propsoal to reduce zone E to one hour. There
are rarely parking problems on our street.

Based on responses this street  is
considered far enough from the hospital
to discourage hospital parking.

Do not proceed with the
reduction from 2 hour to 1
hour waiting on this street.

Objection Brookside Place

Object to the double yellow lines at the top of the cul de sac
, 6 cars usually park up there and they will all need to move
down the street.

Following discussions with parking
regarding enforcement it will be difficult
to formalise parking without losing
spaces. There are no compliants
regarding hospital parking.

Do not proceed with
introducing any restrictions
on Brookside Place- disc or
no waiting at any time


